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Abstract 
From a historical perspective, Islamic economic institutions have not been conducive to capital 
accumulation in Muslim societies (Kuran 2004, 2011). This has been further hampered by a lack of trust 
among different faith communities, where Muslims were historically charged higher interest rates by non-
Muslim financiers (Kuran and Rubin 2018). Despite these institutional legacies, Islamic banking and 
finance has grown rapidly in the Muslim world over the past few decades. In some countries, Islamic 
finance is no longer considered a niche field as the total volume of halal exchanges constitute a 
substantial share in the overall amount of financial transactions. This chapter focuses on the role of 
Islamic finance in development and argues that this relationship is further influenced by the conditions 
under which private money creation occurs. In particular, the case of Malaysia is a good example that 
showcases how the building of market institutions is not enough to stimulate equitable development: 
while an extensive network of Islamic finance institutions attract domestic and international investors, 
much of the loans extended by these banks finance real-estate and consumer durables purchases. Islamic 
Banks are less willing to extend credit to small and medium sized businesses on the grounds of perceived 
high-risk. The key beneficiaries of the Islamic financial industry are large financial corporations that 
raise capital via issuing Islamic equity and governments that diversify their debt composition using 
Shari’a compliant bills and bonds. 
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In many ways, the banking industry is the lifeline of modern economic systems. This is because banks are 

not only financial intermediaries, but also serve as private creators of money when they extend credit, 

either for consumption or investment (Minsky 1986), (Ingham 2004), (Ryan-Collins, Greenham, and 

Werner 2011), (Wray 2015), (Pettifor 2017).2 Banks can create money when they extend loans and 

simultaneously transfer this amount into a deposit account, as the accounting rules followed by banks 

enable them to increase the overall volume of transactions on their balance sheet without keeping 

equivalent amount of hard cash in vaults.3 According to some scholars, the diffusion of this model has 

been the necessary engine which enabled capitalist development in the Global North (Arrighi 1994), 

(Desan 2017). 

 

Unlike conventional banks, Islamic scripts ban individuals or organizations to extend credit 

without an underlying physical asset. In that sense, any bank that operates on the principles of Shari’a 

would be limited in their ability to follow the conventional route in money creation. According to these 

orthodox interpretations, only God can create value out of nothing. Within Shari’a compliant finance, 

money only exists in the form of gold, silver and other mediums that could also be exchanged as money, 

such as wheat, rice, barley, salt and dates. These commodities derive their intrinsic value from God. The 

value of any other commodity can be measured using any of these mediums. Together with the standard 

ban on interest, this “money as commodity” interpretation seriously limits Islamic economic actors to be 

up to speed with capitalist money creation given the natural limitations on the rate of growth of these 

acceptable mediums. This has led some scholars to argue that Islamic banks are not well-suited to follow 

the conventional blueprint in credit creation (Choudhury 1997). 

 

Yet, there are recent and surprising cases–such as Malaysia–where these theoretical expectations 

face new challenges. Since the inception of the first Islamic bank in 1983, Malaysia has witnessed a rapid 

growth of this industry, where one third of all financial transactions are now classified as Shari’a 

compliant. Islamic banks self-style themselves as moral harbingers of a risk-sharing economy, one that 

avoids speculation, asymmetric transfer of risk and contractual ambiguity. Proponents of Islamic Banks 

often cite Malaysia to argue that these banks can indeed stimulate growth (Aziz 2011), (Iqbal and 

	
2 According to some scholars, since the end of the Bretton Woods system, banks play an even greater role than state 
in that regard: printed fiat money and other forms of state-created reserves constitute an ever decreasing share in the 
overall volume that is in circulation (Ingham 2004), (Ryan-Collins, Greenham, and Werner 2011). 

3 While banks may seek collateral or demand the borrower to demonstrate future revenue flows for paying off the 
loan, they are not limited to the existing amount of savings for extending credit. 
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Mirakhor 2013). Others are more critical, suggesting that such techniques are simply deceptive ruses to 

attract pious customers without any genuine potential to yield positive returns, let alone risk-sharing 

(Kuran 2004). This debate motivates the guiding question of the chapter: what is the role of Islamic 

finance in development? Are Islamic banks well-equipped to jump-start investment in the Global South? 

 

This chapter argues that the relationship between Islam and economic development is contingent 

on the conditions under which they engage in private money creation. Recent evidence suggests that a 

banking system that is solely based on an orthodox interpretation of Shari’a principles is unlikely to foster 

capitalist development since their role in money creation is limited.4 Rather, arrangements where Islamic 

banking and financial services exist side-by-side with secular counterparts are more common in emerging 

market economies with predominantly Muslim populations. However, not all Islamic banks have been 

commercially successful under competitive pressures. In settings where the state supports the private 

creation of money by building new market institutions, modern Islamic banks complement conventional 

finance in creating new lines of credit. In the absence of such support, Islamic banks have remained 

marginal and their role in economic development is inconsequential.5  

 

At the same time, the emergence of a complex institutional infrastructure is insufficient to 

stimulate equitable development, especially when private money creation is driven by consumer debt. The 

case of Islamic finance in Malaysia is particularly telling: while an extensive network of Islamic banks 

attracts domestic and international investors, much of the loans extended by these banks finance real-

estate and consumer durables purchases, contributing to fast-rising household debt levels. By contrast, 

Islamic banks are less willing to finance small and medium sized businesses on the grounds of perceived 

high-risk. The key beneficiaries of the Islamic financial industry are large financial corporations that raise 

capital via issuing Islamic equity, and governments that diversify their debt composition using Shari’a 

compliant bills and bonds. There, Islamic banks have turned into a major conduit for transferring market 

risks to individual borrowers as debt-driven consumption has accelerated.  

 

	
4 Examples to this include Iran, Sudan and Pakistan. 

5 One such case is Turkey between 1984 and 2018. Since the creation of Islamic banks by Turgut Ozal’s ANAP 
government, the industry did not have access to government subsidies and enjoyed limited institutional support to 
encourage its growth. Consequently, majority of the customers—including the pious—continue to work with 
conventional banks and the share of Islamic banking in the overall financial sector varies between 3 to 5%. Other 
similar cases where Islamic finance lacked state support include Kyrgyzstan, Egypt, Tunisia and Morocco, to name a 
few. 
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To elaborate these points, the next section begins with an overview of existing theories of Islam 

and economic development. The chapter then takes a closer look into the Malaysian experience and 

suggests that financial institution building along liberal market principles does not guarantee channeling 

of credit into high value-added industries. This discussion is based on primary and secondary resources 

collected during the fieldwork in Kuala Lumpur between November and December 2016. The 

respondents include political and economic elites who have held key positions with decision making 

powers either in the Islamic financial industry or the government. The participants were identified based 

on the key positions they held, and therefore the sampling is non-random. To address problems associated 

with potential sampling bias, descriptive data obtained from the Central Bank of Malaysia is also included 

in the analysis. The chapter concludes by discussing the implications of Islamic finance, debt-dependent 

growth and development. 

 

Islamic Finance and Development in Historical Perspective 

 

Today, the most vocal critics of Islamic finance argue that Shari’a compliant exchanges are not capable of 

stimulating economic growth and development because the industry practitioners deliberately transform 

simple procedures into complex, costly and resource-draining tasks (Kuran 2018), (El-Gamal 2008). At 

the heart of these allegations lies the presumption that Islamic institutions are fundamentally incompatible 

with capitalism, which arguably requires liberal institutions for development (North 2005), (Acemoglu 

and Robinson 2012). Among these, two perspectives stand out. The first is the long divergence hypothesis 

(LDH) which posits that Islamic law is responsible for holding back capitalist development in the Muslim 

world, especially in the Middle East (Kuran 2011). According to this framework, Muslim societies are 

inhibited by Islamic scriptures that prevented the formation of large corporations, which are necessary for 

capital accumulation and reinvestment in the long run. Underlying impediments include the Islamic 

inheritance law, which requires a complete dissolution of a person’s estate and distribution of possessions 

among the legal heirs. Moreover, because Islam does not ascribe legal personhood to any other entity but 

individuals, the LDH argues that it was not possible to set-up European-style corporations where Islam 

remained dominant (Kuran 2011, 97-117). Kuran (2018) goes further to argue that Islamic foundations 

(waqfs) further inhibited the development of markets due to their rigidity and prioritization of their 

founders’ directives regarding the use of funds. Consequently, such institutional roadblocks prevented the 

early accumulation of capital, restricting Islamic traders to simple and short-term partnership 

arrangements that did not last longer than a lifetime. This had further implications, leading to poor 

interpersonal trust due to the short-term nature of Islamic business contracts.  
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However, this emphasis on religious institutions is based on a somewhat orthodox imagination of 

Muslim societies–one where Shari’a remains uncontested. In practice, this could not be further from the 

everyday experiences of economic actors. While most equate Islamic institutions with Quran and Hadith, 

multiple reinterpretations of the Holy Book and the Prophet’s sayings, as well as local customs have 

shaped the development of Islamic economic institutions in myriad ways over centuries (Ercanbrack 

2015). Very importantly, the evolution of these institutions is not independent of the political dynamics 

that surround them. 

 

A second group of explanations brings politics back in and examines how the resulting non-

secular political arrangements have shaped future development trajectories of Muslim dominant societies. 

These works reveal that across much of the Muslim world in the pre-capitalist era, the ruler’s choice of 

institutions was largely driven by political motives. For example, Rubin (2019) highlights political 

legitimacy concerns as one mechanism through which religious authorities became influential actors in 

the Ottoman Empire, enabling successive Sheikh-ul-Islams to issue fatwas on market exchanges as well 

(Rubin 2017, 2019). Initially, the rise of religious figures into powerful positions was driven by the 

Sultans’ concerns to centralize religious training and thereby control diverse medreses under his rule 

(Bulliet 1972).6 Most notably, the appointment of Ebusuud Efendi by Suleiman the Magnificient in the 

16th century was a game changer in many ways–also on the financial market building front–following his 

decree that legitimized cash waqfs as Shari’a compliant organizations for providing access to credit.7 

Prior to Suleiman’s rule, cash waqfs were deemed Shari’a incompliant by the ulama, however, the 

growing need for financing economic activity under Suleiman’s reign motivated this critical modification 

of the Islamic religious code. 

 

The non-secular political arrangements also had notable implications on the everyday lending and 

borrowing practices of individuals. A related hypothesis highlights the financial power of the powerless, 

	
6 Though quite powerful, those occupying the seat of Sheikh-ul-Islam were not completely autonomous in their 
decision making. There have been at least three executions by Sultan’s orders when the Sheikh-ul-Islam found 
himself at odds with the ruler or acted too independently. For a detailed account on one of these cases, see Nizri 
(2014). 

7 While Kuran (2018) argues that religious rules that prevented mergers among cash waqfs prevented large-scale 
capital accumulation and stagnated growth, there are reasons to suspect the validity of this claim. Recent findings 
suggest that the absence of double entry book-keeping and the use of stairs method (merdiban technique) in cash 
waqf accounting partially explains why these funds dwindled over time (Demirhan, Susmus, and Gonen 2012). 
Though this technique was also used by the Ilkhanids and Abbasids, there is no strictly religious basis behind the use 
of this method in Islamic states. 
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with a focus on the role of the state and minority politics in shaping financial development. Looking at the 

creditor-borrower relations in Istanbul during the 16th century, Kuran and Rubin (2018) find that if the 

borrower comes from the majority Sunni group with a privileged status, non-Muslim creditors impose 

higher interest rates to ensure the repayment of the loan. Because the courts systematically favored 

Muslims over non-Muslims, and since Muslims were first among the Ottoman hierarchy of subjects, they 

were charged higher interest rates when borrowing from the private money lenders (who were often non-

Muslim). Kuran and Rubin conclude that this unequal treatment prevented capital accumulation among 

the Muslim majority and partially explains why the Ottomans fell behind the West (Rubin 2017). 

 

However, an exclusive focus on non-secular dynamics comes at the expense of neglecting the 

long-term impact of institutional arrangements that were not primarily driven by religious concerns. Other 

economic choices crucial to the survival of the state also emerged out of political necessities and had 

unintended consequences for financial market development. For example, most Islamic states sought to 

expand their fiscal revenues by relying on tax-farming (iltizam) and life-time farming contract (malikane) 

based systems (Fleet 2003), (Broms and Rothstein 2020). While these features were widely common in 

most Islamic states, the arrangement is not exclusively informed by Shari’a principles. One consequence 

of this was the absence of long-term borrowing by the Ottoman State.8 Thus, until the 19th century, 

private lenders were limited in their role as money creators in the Ottoman Middle East, debt relations 

were mostly organized around short-term borrowing and lending in 16th and 17th century–typically on 

high interest rates–and long-term borrowing from private money lenders began to be the norm in the 18th 

and 19th century as Galata bankers (sarrafs) became prominent financial actors (Pamuk 2000, 200), Rubin 

2017, 81-82).9 Rather than the strictly prohibitive Islamic institutions, then, this experience suggests that 

political preferences of the rulers are responsible for the shortage of affordable financing options. 

 

Because of these political dynamics, the social pacts that underlie lending and borrowing relations 

remained very decentralized in the absence of any organized banking system.10 Unlike in late 17th 

	
8 Unlike the British crown, the Ottomans were very late in borrowing from private lenders: it was only after the 
financial difficulties in 1760 that private money lenders emerged as critical players to finance Ottoman borrowing 
needs (Pamuk 2000). 

9 Relatedly, Rubin finds that the average real interest rate on loans was much higher–around 19 percent in 17th and 
18th centuries (Rubin 2017, 80). For the same time period in Britain, interest rates varied between 3 and 5 percent 
(Stasavage 2003). 

10 The diversity of trade relations is another important dynamic behind a decentralized organization of the financial 
marketplace across most Islamic states (Platteau 2017). 
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century Britain, money-lenders in Islamic states lacked the capacity to organize into a corporation-like 

entity (e.g. as in Bank of England) since the Ottoman Sultans did not seek long-term loans from private 

lenders well into the 18th century.11 Thus, financial contracts were mostly short-term arrangements 

between creditors and borrowers that ended as soon as debts were repaid. This practice substantially 

limited the money creation capacity of the lenders.12 Other attempts to address liquidity problems through 

new financial instruments (such as trading of gedik–the tenancy or occupational rights–in secondary 

markets in the Ottoman Empire) remained limited to stimulate the development of capital markets (Agir 

and Yildirim 2015), (Agir 2017). In the long run, these dynamics prevented the stabilization of lending 

rates as well. 

 

The focus on unstable and irregular interest rates is an important staring point to understand the 

roots of economic underdevelopment in Muslim-dominant settings. The financial power of the powerless 

was further enhanced in an environment where a persistent pattern of decentralized lending has prevented 

the stabilization of interest rates as multiple creditors priced loans at greatly varying rates.13 However, this 

process was not strictly driven by religious concerns or institutions. In the absence of regular public 

borrowing by the State and a fiscal architecture that gave way too much power to the military officers as 

tax collectors, Ottoman rulers had limited power to coerce private money lenders into standardizing rates. 

Thus, sarrafs in Ottoman Empire remained uncoordinated in their day-to-day business operations until 

the formation of a financier’s guild in the 19th century.14 

 

These practices had further implications on the subsequent slow-down of economic activity. For 

example, following the loss of control over major trade routes, long-distance transactions by Ottoman 

traders became especially risky, and the lack of affordable funding options prevented entrepreneurs from 

	
11 When they borrowed in the domestic market, the Sultans sought to broaden the base of lenders beyond powerful 
sarrafs and reached out to small investors (Pamuk 2014). 

12 Despite formal limitations on usury, however, borrowers in Muslim societies paid interest to money lenders 
regardless of their religious denomination (Pamuk 2000), (Ercanbrack 2015), (Calder 2016), (Rubin 2017), (Kuran 
and Rubin 2018). According to Ercanbrack (2015), there were a lot of exceptions to the way financial exchanges 
operated on the ground. Local customs were increasingly accommodated as a “go-to” source to justify decisions that 
otherwise did not conform to Shari’a. 

13 This was the case despite the formal ban on interest under very powerful Muslim clerics–who arguably delayed 
the development of organized money-lending and financial services under banks (Calder 2016), (Rubin 2017). 

14 As Pamuk also notes, “in their monetary practices, Ottoman governments were well aware of the limitations of 
their power. In comparison to goods markets and long-distance trade, it was more difficult for governments to 
control…exchange rates and interest rates” (Pamuk 2000, 226). 
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pursuing profitable business opportunities. In the case of the Ottoman Empire, the arrival of modern 

banking in late 19th and 20th century did little to lower lending interest rates and stimulate private money 

creation–as many of these banks did not have an extensive branch network beyond Istanbul (Clay 1994). 

This meant majority of the borrowers in rural areas exclusively relied on money lenders for loans, who 

continued to charge high interest rates (Clay 1994). Overall, rather than strictly religious impediments to 

capital accumulation, a series of political decisions locked the Empire on a path where systematic lack of 

access to loans in volatile markets without an organized lending infrastructure eventually accelerated the 

economic decline. In the late 19th century, the rulers tried to reverse this process by creating a centralized 

commercial code informed by religious principles known as majalla, however, it was far from effective in 

stimulating the much-needed domestic capital accumulation.15 As such, majalla was replaced by a new 

commercial code following the founding of the new Turkish Republic in 1926.  

 

While it may be difficult to generalize across a much more complex geography of Muslim 

inhabitants based on the exclusive experience of the Ottomans, the imperial outreach of the Sultans and 

the reforms implemented in the 19th century had a wider projection. In that sense, the economic 

development trajectories of Muslim populated areas are not only influenced by religious dynamics, but 

also via subtle political networks that facilitate the transfer of ideas and institutions across diverse 

geographies. For example, majalla was in use not only in former Ottoman territories like Lebanon, Syria 

and Jordan long after the disintegration of the Empire, but also reached Malaya via a transfer of political 

and economic institutions. Specifically, the Sultan of Johor’s travels to the Ottoman capital in the late 

19th century prompted him to the nearly identical adoption of majalla (Hussin 2016). Despite having a 

much different historical experience under the British colonial rule, Malaya had a similar problem in the 

financial marketplace: a decentralized money creation characterized by multiple currencies in circulation 

(Singh 1986), and high interest rates on loans extended by private money lenders. By adopting a 

centralized commercial code in 1893, the Sultan of Johor sought to modernize a system where “Chinese 

mercantile practices, British contracts and Malay maritime rules commingled” (Hussin 2016, 169).  

 

Curiously, while the use of majalla was abandoned in the Middle East by the late 20th century, it 

became the basis for developing the legal framework of Islamic banking and finance in Malaysia nearly a 

century after its adoption. Unlike most former Ottoman territories that adopted new commercial codes 

based on civil law, Malaysia combined common law with religious law following independence from the 

	
15 Majalla is the Ottoman civil code that covers sales, insurance, rental contracts, debt and settlements, all informed 
by the Hanafi jurisprudence. 
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British. This allowed practitioners sufficient flexibility to reinterpret existing codes in accordance to the 

changing needs and demands in the marketplace. Following the global diffusion of Islamic banking and 

finance, Malaysian policy makers benefited from this malleable framework to develop a systematized set 

of rules to attract investment and support the industry in line with a broader developmental agenda of the 

state.  

 

The Malaysian experience with Islamic banking and finance gradually turned into a model that 

many countries look up to in developing their unique standards.16 Today, many Islamic banks can get 

around formal restrictions on money creation through relying on the verdicts of Shari’a scholars (the legal 

experts on Islamic economic law). These range from replacing “interest-rate” with a “mark-up” charge to 

devising halal products that mimic conventional ones through incorporating the buying-and-selling of 

commodities into Shari’a compliant financial contracts. The fatwas, or legal ordinances of these experts, 

offer the legitimacy to become relevant actors in the global marketplace (Rethel 2011), (Calder 2016). In 

that sense, these verdicts are more than tricky stratagems: Shari’a compliant Islamic financial contracts 

enable these institutions to turn into active participants in a capitalist market economy. Thus, Islamic 

banks also serve as conduits of aggregation into a capitalist market, rather than challenging its 

fundamental premises (Calder 2016). However, as the Malaysian case reveals, the political conditions 

under which the articulation of Islamic financial institutions to the capitalist economy occurs have notable 

implications on their lending behavior and subsequent development outcomes. 

 

Islamic finance and market building in Malaysia 

 

The fact that Malaysia has achieved impressive growth rates in the 20th century–despite the dual presence 

of common law and Shari’a–raises additional questions about the suggested limitations imposed by 

Islamic institutions on economic growth. An important factor that contributed to this was the stabilization 

of interest rates since Malaya’s independence from the British colonialism. Following independence, the 

new government prioritized building financial institutions as part of their new development policy. This 

was partially driven by on-going tensions between Malaysia and Singapore regarding the terms of their 

currency union and the political struggle over seignorage rights (Schenk 2013). Though the Central Bank 

(Bank Negara Malaysia, BNM) was founded in 1959, it operated alongside a currency board that issued 

	
16 Later, Malaysian success came as a surprise to many since most experts predicted Gulf countries—such as the 
UAE—to become global leaders in halal finance, given their historical role in the emergence of modern Islamic 
banking. 
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notes known as Malaya dollars. Though the BNM had no seignorage powers during its first few years, it 

became the sole authority for issuing ringgit following the dissolution of the monetary union between 

Malaysia and Singapore in 1975. Thereafter BNM played a key role to reduce Malaysia’s financial 

dependence on Singapore and focused on building a national banking system to ensure access to credit on 

affordable terms. Along with other institutional changes, this further contributed to year-on-year 

Malaysian growth on equitable terms (Kuhonta 2011). 

 

Despite these changes, there remained pockets of pious individuals who refused to engage in 

interest-based transactions. The size of these groups was even larger in areas where the state remained 

weak to consolidate its authority over indigenous communities (Scott 2009). Often seeing them as a 

potential security threat, the Malaysian authorities sought to control these groups (also known as ajaran 

sesat (deviant)–including many Sufi orders, Ahmadiyah and Darul Arkam) by issuing official fatwas 

(Shiozaki 2015). Others who were part of the bumiputera (indigenous Malays following the Shafi’i school 

of Islam) were also left outside the formal market building efforts and effectively had no power to 

influence conventional interest rates, even though they were indirectly affected by market dynamics. 

Modern Islamic finance in Malaysia emerged in response to these interweaving dynamics. 

 

The predecessors of Islamic banks appeared in the form of a credit and savings unions–one of the 

first being Lembaga Tabung Haji (LTH)–during the second half of the 20th century, to finance the 

pilgrimage expenses of very poor Malays to Mecca by way of extending interest-free loans.17 However, 

because this organization had no power to shield itself from the changing conditions of the marketplace, it 

faced an existential threat. Within the first decade following its launch, LTH managers had seen a rapid 

increase in the number of members, but they had no power to create halal money in isolation from the rest 

of the economy. Most importantly, because the organization had no financial instruments to hedge against 

market instabilities, their assets faced the risk of losing value over time. This compelled the founders to 

seek a different solution and lobby for political support in favor of a Shari’a compliant banking system.18 

The opportunity was seized by United Malays National Organization (UMNO) leaders who were also 

concerned about losing political support to the rival Parti Islam se Malaysia (PAS)–a political party that 

found some support among the more conservative Sheiks and the ulama–and Bank Islam Malaysia 

	
17 This organization was founded by Ungku Abdul Aziz for pious Muslims to deposit their savings and borrow loans 
to finance their pilgrimage to Mecca–with an embedded goal to increase financial inclusion (Rethel 2015, 120). 

18 Interview with an academic expert on Islamic banking and finance, Nov 29, 2016, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. 
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Berhad was born (Lai 2015), (Apaydin 2018). 

 

As the experience of LTH shows, banks are more than savings associations. To be financially 

viable, these organizations need political support to sustain their lending and borrowing activities. Among 

other things, this support enables the creation of necessary banking reserves, access to a lender of last 

resort and inter-bank money markets to manage their short-term liquidity needs. The role of the state is 

crucial in setting up this financial architecture, so that the Islamic banks can go beyond simple 

intermediation and become part of the capitalist growth by extending credit.  

 

Since the inception of the first Islamic bank in 1983, the Malaysian government has nurtured a 

large Islamic financial industry with a well-developed regulatory infrastructure (Rethel 2015), where the 

Shari’a scholars rely on majalla as the blueprint to devise new regulations. From the very first days, the 

state was heavily involved in developing the industry: Bank Islam Malaysia Berhad founders were given 

an office within the Central Bank (Bank Negara Malaysia, BNM) and had access to technical assistance 

when setting up their operations.19 The government also played an active role in building the financial 

architecture necessary to conduct day-to-day business operations of the Islamic Banks. Following the 

decision that enabled conventional banks to open-up Islamic windows in 1993, the Islamic Interbank 

Money Market was set up in 1994 and the BNM took the lead in creating a Shari’a compliant platform to 

trade reserves. Thereafter, the state began to issue Shari’a compliant short-term instruments–a much 

necessary means to address everyday liquidity needs of these institutions. 

 

Proponents showcase the Malaysian experience as a success story where a dedicated state 

commitment has created a favorable institutional setting that investors desire and dream of. This process 

was strongly driven by the political will of the dominant party (United Malays National Organization, 

UMNO) focused on building a Shari’a compliant financial market.20 Gradually, Islamic banking and 

finance has become strongly embedded in the national development and competitiveness agenda of the 

government, constituting a major priority in future plans (Lai 2015), (Rethel 2018). However, the creation 

of these institutions based on liberal economic principles by no means guarantees the channeling of funds 

into productive and high value-added industries. Today, the impressive performance in Shari’a compliant 

financial market building leaves much to be desired for equitable growth. While a well-regulated Islamic 

	
19 Interview with former Islamic banking manager, Nov 22, 2016, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. 

20 Interview with a former government member, Nov 24, 2016, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. 
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banking and finance industry enabled corporations to raise capital on Shari’a compliant terms and help 

investors diversify their financial portfolios, retail customers were encouraged to take on greater debt for 

their financial needs and face a greater risk of penalty for any failure to repay the loan. Thus, rather than 

promoting risk-sharing, Islamic Banking industry played an important role in rising household debt 

largely for motor vehicle, consumer durables and real-estate purchases. Overall, the majority of the credit 

extended by Islamic banks institutions finance consumption rather than production. 

 

Rethinking financial market building and development: credit for what and whom? 

 

Until the Asian financial crisis in 1998, Islamic banking services in Malaysia were either provided by 

Bank Islam Malaysia Berhad or through the Islamic windows of conventional banks. However, as the 

country experienced significant growth rates during the 1990s, Islamic banks found themselves in an 

increasingly competitive environment to attract customers. During this period, conventional banks have 

become influential players in enabling access to credit as the ratio of bank lending to GDP rose from 69% 

in 1994 to 99% in 1997 (Takayasu and Yokoe 1999). To reduce this over-exposure to risk via bank 

lending, the government rolled out a new policy to develop capital markets and encourage non-financial 

firms to secure their long-term needs on alternative platforms via equity financing. As part of this 

initiative, the securities commission of Malaysia was tasked to oversee the issuing of first Shari’a 

compliant securities in the stock market in 1996. Thereafter, the government began to promote the 

development of an Islamic equities market, creating attractive incentives for corporate Sukuk (Islamic 

bonds) issuance and trading (COMCEC 2018, 77). 

 

During the 1998 crisis, the average cost of bank loans increased–reaching to 12.1 percent–making 

it quite difficult for small and medium sized firms to access affordable funding.21 Consequently, the plan 

to move away from bank-based financing to market-based financing accelerated in the aftermath of the 

crisis. Larger firms gradually moved to capital markets for their funding needs while banks increasingly 

focused on retail consumers. Meanwhile, corporate sukuk issuances increased exponentially beginning in 

2000s. At the same time, the volume of Shari’a compliant shares traded in the stock market has also risen. 

However, much of this happened at the expense of small and medium sized enterprises where these firms 

found themselves increasingly excluded from affordable funding options by conventional and Islamic 

banks. 

	
21 Data source: World Bank, Lending interest rate %, 
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/FR.INR.LEND?locations=MY&view=chart, Accessed on March 20th, 2019. 
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Indeed, a closer look at the distribution of loans given by Islamic banks reveals that most of the 

credit is channeled into consumption-oriented sectors, such as mortgage financing, vehicle purchase and 

consumer credit (See Figure 1).22 Between 2007 and 2016, most of the Shari’a compliant banks were far 

from financing trade or productive industries and did not significantly contribute to the growth of the 

economic activity in Malaysia.23 Most of these Shari’a compliant loans–including real-estate and vehicle 

purchases–carry a lower risk in line with Basel Committee on Banking Supervision guidelines. Therefore 

Islamic banks have been generally less willing to change the composition of their assets from 

consumption-oriented to production-oriented loans.24 These dynamics also played an important role in the 

rising household debt in Malaysia, where individuals carry the major burden of market risks in an 

increasingly financialized environment thanks to fast rising private debt levels (Rethel 2011), (Rahman, 

Ertürk, and Froud 2019). The share of household debt as a percentage of GDP is consistently on the rise 

and has doubled from 43% in 1997 to 89% in 2016 (Soh, Chong, and Chuah 2017, 39). 

 

-Figure 1 here- 

 

To encourage a change in the lending behavior of Islamic banks, the Malaysian government took 

several measures. In a first step, the Badawi government designated the entire halal industry as a priority 

as part of its economic development policy and launched the first Malaysia International Halal Showcase 

(MIHAS) in 2004.25 As the government sought to transform Malaysia into a global hub of halal economy, 

the policy-makers also hoped to link small and medium sized firms operating in halal food, cosmetics, 

pharmaceuticals and travel industry to Islamic banks for their financing needs. In a second step, the 

Central Bank provided new incentives to encourage banks to move away from markup-based contracts 

(murabaha) to profit-sharing arrangements (mudaraba) and thereby finance productive activities informed 

	
22 Data Source: Bank Negara Malaysia. 

23 Even today, the Islamic retail banking industry’s biggest share of loans goes to financing housing and real estate 
purchases. While they also extend credit to the manufacturing sector, mortgage credit for buying property constitutes 
a large share of the business for these banks. In some cases, their lending rates can be even more competitive than 
the conventional interest rates. In that sense, Islamic banking’s largest impact is on the development of housing and 
real estate, because elsewhere they cannot compete with the conventional banks which are much faster in offering 
credit. 

24 Interview with an Islamic bank manager, Nov 30, 2016, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. 

25 See http://mihas.com.my/mihas-over-the-years/, Accessed on March 30th, 2019. Halal industry includes 
production of Islamic halal food, pharmaceuticals, modest fashion as well as tourism. 
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by the principle of risk-sharing via the launching of the Investment Account Platform.26 The long-term 

impact of these measures on the composition of Islamic banking loans remains to be seen. 

 

Thus far, the most notable beneficiaries of Islamic financial market growth include the State and 

large private corporations that rely on equity financing. Since the inception of Islamic bonds (sukuk) in 

1990, sovereigns as well as corporations have increasingly used this instrument to attract investors and 

borrow to meet their short and long-term needs.27 At a global level, Malaysia has the largest share of 

domestic sukuk issued between 2001 and 2017 where private and public borrowing on Shari’a compliant 

terms in capital markets constitute around 73% of the Global sukuk market (IIFM 2018, 45). While 

Malaysia’s sovereign sukuk issuances have become increasingly popular to attract petro-dollars from the 

Gulf countries, a substantial share of this debt is held by public institutions–most notably, the Employees 

Provident Fund (COMCEC 2018, 89) and Public Sector Retirement Fund (KWAP).28 In terms of sectoral 

distribution of corporate sukuk in 2017, about 70% of issuances are by financial service providers and 

infrastructure and utilities companies while the manufacturing sector issues less than 10% of all corporate 

sukuk combined (COMCEC 2018, 83).29 

 

In sum, the Islamic banking sector in Malaysia complements the conventional banking industry. 

It creates money by way of extending Shari’a compliant credit and serves as an important conduit for the 

financial inclusion of previously unbanked individuals or customers who feel uncomfortable with 

conventional finance. A well-developed network of financial market institutions and regulatory 

architecture provides a sound base for the industry players to carry their day-to-day operations. However, 

in terms of mobilizing funds for investment in development, the Islamic banking sector has a negligible 

impact: much of the loans extended by these banks are for domestic consumption. Rather than practicing 

and promoting risk-sharing, these entities shift risks to the borrowers by encouraging consumption-driven 

	
26 See https://www.muamalat.com.my/business-banking/investment-banking/Investment-Account-Platform.html, 
Accessed on February 15th, 2019). Murabaha-based contracts are most commonly used contracts when extending 
consumer loans. 

27 As of 2018, public sector has issued 34.6% of all sukuk in Malaysia while the share of private sector stands at 
65.4% (COMCEC 2018, 2). 

28 Employees Provident Fund is a social security institution that manages the savings of private sector employees 
and provides retirement benefits. KWAP is for public sector workers. As of 2016, 45% of EPF’s assets under 
management are invested in sukuk while KWAP has invested 49.7% of its total assets in sukuk (COMCEC 2018, 
87). 

29 Among all sectors corporations that offer financial services hold the largest share and are responsible for nearly 
50% of all corporate sukuk issued in 2017 (COMCEC 2018). 
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debt growth.30 While the rapid growth of Islamic capital markets enabled investors to diversify their risk 

portfolios, majority of corporate sukuk are issued by financial companies who seek to strengthen their 

budgets via Shari’a compliant equity financing. Overall, the exponential growth in corporate sukuk 

market is not driven by demand from large manufacturing firms but by a fast-growing financial service 

industry. 

 

Conclusion 

 

Across much of the Global South, economic growth and development are contingent on affordable 

financing and reinvestment options. In settings where money creation is highly decentralized–as it has 

been the case in the Middle East and the Ottoman Empire–countries were unable to build effective 

financial system to channel funds into production and trade. These historical disadvantages were 

somewhat attenuated in areas where the state took a leading role in building modern market institutions. 

Thus, Islamic banking and finance grew faster in political settings where the government has exhibited a 

clear commitment to aggregate this industry into capitalist market building. In Malaysia, this process was 

strongly influenced by local demands of financially marginalized groups who sought to shield themselves 

against the vagaries of liberalizing markets.31 

 

The development of Islamic banks and halal money creation through the hand of the state had 

three important implications. First, the growth of Islamic banks went hand in hand with the creation of 

Islamic capital markets, including a Shari’a compliant securities exchange and insurance industry 

(takaful). A second development involves the financing of rapidly growing Shari’a compliant markets–

also known as halal industry–including pharmaceuticals, cosmetics and food. Most of the halal 

certification agencies are based in Malaysia and collect global rents by providing Shari’a compliance 

certificates to producers of these commodities not only in Malaysia, but also in Central Asian republics 

and the MENA economies (Rethel 2019). Third, in areas with low financial inclusion rates, Islamic 

	
30 In addition, Islamic banking industry in Malaysia follows the footsteps of the conventional bankers in promoting a 
market-based solution to improve welfare and allocates some of its profits for donations to Islamic charity or halal 
corporate social responsibility activities. However, the share of these initiatives is miniscule and their capacity to 
trigger a multiplier effect to address socio-economic inequalities is questionable. 

31 In other Muslim dominant settings with no similar demand, the development of Islamic banking and finance has 
been very limited. Examples include Turkey and Indonesia where the volume of Islamic banking transactions 
constitute around 5% of total banking exchanges. Findings on customer preferences in these contexts reveal that the 
demand for Shari’a compliant banking services is not very strong and the majority of borrowers feel comfortable 
with using conventional banking instruments (Pepinsky 2013), (Demiralp and Demiralp 2015). 
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banking has turned into a vehicle for financial inclusion and the mobilization of savings. As the founders 

of Islamic banks encountered an opportunity to push forward their agenda in the midst of a political 

competition between two Islamist political parties, previously unbanked populations were integrated into 

the financial system through increasing availability of Shari’a compliant instruments. 

 

Some suggest that Islamic banking and finance–especially the national variant in Malaysia–is 

emerging as a credible alternative to conventional finance, with an ambitious goal to move the current 

headquarters from New York, Tokyo and London to Kuala Lumpur (Rudnyckyj 2018). Arguably, the 

architects of Islamic finance seek to replace the much problematic debt-based financing model with and 

equity-based one where entrepreneurs and financiers share risks rather than seeking opportunities to 

extract rent via instruments that mimic the use of interest (Rudnycky 2017, 2018). While there is a greater 

call from Shari’a scholars to encourage equity-based instruments and thereby finance private 

entrepreneurs, current evidence reveals that the industry players are quite sluggish to adopt this as their 

preferred business model. At least in Malaysia, the managers of these banks are quite skeptical of this 

proposal, because it significantly limits their ability to extend loans on more profitable terms.32 

 

For Islamic banks to add a new impetus to capitalist development, consumer debt-driven growth 

needs to be replaced with one that channels credits into productive industries, placing the emphasis on 

small and medium sized enterprises. Until recently, Islamic financial actors have sought legitimacy in 

international markets by taking conventional finance as the benchmark in developing the industry while 

claiming to offer a more sustainable model as an alternative, highlighting the risk-sharing principle as 

their moral imperative. However, as of today, none of the Islamic banks were able to fulfil this lofty 

promise. Consequently, notable critics (such as Kuran (2004, 2018) and El-Gamal 2008) accuse the 

industry players of being deceitful opportunists eager to scam faithful individuals. Aware of the problems 

associated with the growing dominance of conventional models in Islamic finance, a group among 

Islamist economists have embarked on a search for an alternative legitimacy framework, showing concern 

for contemporary challenges such as inequality, climate change and environmental degradation. Among 

these, Responsible Finance Initiative stands out with its ambitious goals to re-route Islamic finance 

	
32 For example, many Islamic retail banks are also subject to similar liquidity ratio requirements as recommended by 
the Basel III committee, and moving from debt-based to equity-based financing significantly lowers the Tier 1 and 
Tier 2 capital ratios as required by the Central Bank. Elsewhere in the GCC–including the Emirates–there is hardly 
any intention to abandon debt-based financing instruments in favor of equity-based arrangements. Interview with an 
Islamic bank manager, Nov 30, 2016, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. 
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towards supporting equitable, inclusive and sustainable economic development.33 However, current 

evidence suggests reasons to curb one’s enthusiasm in the face of bottom-up initiatives’ capacity to 

change the financial landscape without a clear political commitment by the state. 
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